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The Give and Take of Community
Building
any CPA firms are involved in activities
that support their communities. The

M

Leisa Gill of Lattimore, Black, Morgan & Cain,

scope of this involvement is often exten

Brentwood, Tennessee, echoes Ms. Anderson’s thoughts

sive and varied, depending on the size of

about the rewards of community involvement, “We’ve

interests. Consider, for example, the list of only some of

growth, pure organic growth at that, in our community,

the organizations with which partners and team mem

and we want to look back and continue giving in ways

bers at Davis, Monk & Co., Gainesville, Florida, are

that strengthen our community.”

the firm and, and to some extent, on firm been
members
very, very
’
fortunate as a firm. We’ve had tremendous

involved. Of this firm of 45 people in two offices, part

She adds, “David Morgan and Mike Cain handed down

ner, Louise Anderson, CPA, says, “We are heavily

to everybody from the top the concept that part of our cul

involved in our community in so many different areas

ture is we continually give back to the community. The

that it’s hard to list them all.” Partners and others on the

bottom line needs to be watched, but there’s also a need to

firm team are active members of such organizations as

continually look at what’s best for the community. If you’re

Rotary, Kiwanis, the Salvation Army, Big Brothers/Big

in a position of power or financial strength, you have what

Sisters, the Chamber of Commerce, and “Keep Alachua

we consider a responsibility to give back to the commu

County Beautiful.” Firm members also provide “on-air”

nity. And that comes full circle right back to your firm. It’s

talent for the local public radio pledge drives. Every

amazing to see how strengthening your community makes

Friday is Charity Day at the firm: Employees are allowed

a big difference in how much stronger it grows economi

to wear jeans if they contribute $5 to the charity fund.

cally as a whole.”

Employees vote on which charity will receive the contri

Along with opportunities to strengthen the commu

butions for that period (usually about 2 months). Last

nity’s economic climate, community support activities pro

year,

through another activity,

the Alzheimer’s
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vide firms opportunities to enhance their visibility. Firm

Association (AA) Memory Walk team, the firm raised

recognition—visibility—is cited by Jill Hulsen, Director

more than $2000.

of Marketing, at Boston-based Vitale, Caturano and

The firms volunteering services benefit as well as the

A Special Supplement
on Risk Management
(see centerfold)

The unbroken circle

Company, Ltd. as one of several benefits of community

organizations receiving their services. Many firm leaders

involvement. The firm has a well-organized and estab

encourage employees to get involved because they believe,

lished charitable foundation, and organizes community

in the end, the firm benefits from its community’s stability

activities through the foundation.

and growth. Ms. Anderson says. “I really think we do it

For example, Nancy Aubrey, a Vitale, Caturano part

because our founding partners, Jody Davis and Harold

ner, serves on the board of directors for Morgan Memorial

Monk, have always cared about the community they live

Goodwill Industries (Goodwill). She has a special interest

in, and it shows.”

in the Goodwill Clothing Collaborative for Job Trainees, a
continued on next page

program that provides skills training and clothing to job trainees

who are transitioning into the work place. To support these

efforts, each spring, Vitale, Caturano organizes, promotes, and
hosts a clothing drive for business-appropriate attire. Typically,

four firms are sponsors for the clothing drive, which allows

Serving to Improve
America's Financial
Literacy

Vitale, Caturano to put its name on all materials mailed, on

advertising, in public relations efforts, and so forth. In addition,

the firm standardly gets five or six companies to choose to host
concurrent drives, who are not recognized on materials.
The firm kicks off the week of the clothing drive by hosting a

networking event. Several thousand business executives from

the Boston area are invited to the kick-off event, which is hosted
by one of the sponsors. “This year,” Ms. Hulsen says, our ‘Put

Your Clothes to Work’ campaign collected more than 8,000

pounds of professional clothing and accessories for women and
men.”

The United States suffers from a decline in financial lit

eracy among its citizens, according to a recent Roper
Poll commissioned by the AICPA. The survey results

reveal that many Americans lack a basic understanding
of how to prepare for their short- and long-term financial
needs.

Alarmed by these statistics, the accounting profes
sion pledged the support of the country's CPAs to help
Americans become more financially astute through 360
Degrees of Financial Literacy (www.aicpa.org/financial-

literacy), a multi-faceted education program designed

Raising visibility
Ms. Hulsen adds, “The returns to Vitale, Caturano & Company

are significant. We manage the clothing drive through our char

itable foundation, so we gain recognition for the Foundation.
Having the clothing drive creates a sense of camaraderie for our

employees and increases our awareness of the needs of the commu
nity. We are able to raise awareness of our company within the

business community by having our name published on mailings

relative to this endeavor and in the media. And, we have the
opportunity to network with important business connections at

the kick-off event. Our structure for the sponsors includes us (a
CPA firm), a law firm, a bank and a public relations firm—all

firms that are complementary to our business.”
Existing client relationships can also be strengthened through
community support. Davis & Monk’s Louise Anderson explains,

“We supported our local community playhouse in its building

fund. We ‘hired’ the playhouse for an extra performance of the

currently running play and then invited our clients to the event.
This was a great success. Many of our older clients really enjoyed

the play, and we had a reception before and after the play.”
Visibility—and subsequent name recognition—is a benefit
cited also by Ms. Anderson. “Often new clients tell us they came

to us because ‘they had seen our name everywhere’. It also helps
in recruitment, because potential employees see the same thing.”
Leisa Gill echoes Ms. Anderson’s comment: “What it’s done
is it’s raised the visibility of our firm. In the community, we are

for everyone from school-age children to retirees.
Comptroller General of the U.S. and Head of the

General Accounting Office David Walker, a CPA, called

on his professional colleagues to take a leadership role
in educating Americans about the need to take control

of their financial destiny.
As a first step in 360 Degrees of Financial Literacy,

the AICPA has established the National CPA Financial

Literacy Commission, headed by Carl George, Chief
Executive Officer of Clifton Gunderson LLP, a regional

firm based in Illinois. Under his stewardship, the com

mission will offer thought leadership and build liaisons

with key influential groups.

Moreover, to reach the AICPA's membership, a
Grassroots Mobilization Team will work with the state

CPA societies to create local programs.
360 Degrees of Financial Literacy will also build on
previous AICPA financial-education efforts. For exam

ple, in 2003, the Institute and the National Endowment

for Financial Education produced a "Disaster Recovery
Guide" to help victims of disasters regain financial secu
rity. In 2002 and 2003, the AICPA and Money Magazine
co-sponsored Women's Financial Health Week, a public

education campaign that reached an estimated 80 mil

lion consumers through print, electronic and on-line
media coverage.

viewed differently than being just a CPA firm. We have the
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image of a firm that continually gives back. We’re developing
that relationship with the marketplace: We’re not just about busi

ness but what’s good for everybody—what's good for the commu
nity.”
“So it’s not uncommon,” Gill adds, “to walk into a prospect
and have someone say, 'Oh, yes. I met you at such and such an
organization. Are you still involved with that?' And of course

that opens up a dialogue with the company about something
that’s near and dear to them before you ever get to the business

side.”

Like Ms. Anderson, Ms. Gill attributes help in staff recruiting
to the firm’s community involvement. She explains, “New

recruits come in and ask, ‘Really? You guys embrace working on
charity events and civic stuff? That’s not the environment we

come from. It was work, work, work. It was all about the bottom
line.’”

Growth through education
CPA firms’ contributions to community growth are perhaps most

Volunteering to Serve the
CPA Community
In the article "The Give and Take of Community
Building," the CPAs whose activities are cited have

volunteered their services to their profession through
the AICPA and their state societies. At the Institute,

volunteers serve on the governing Council, Board of
Directors, committees, subcommittees, expert panels,
resource panels, quality centers, boards, and task

forces. If you're interested in serving as a member of

an AICPA volunteer group, go to the AICPA's Volunteer

Central Web site (www.aicpa.org) for information on

the nearly 200 AICPA volunteer groups and approxi
mately 2,500 volunteers. Atthis site, you can apply to be
on a volunteer group, enter your resume and indicate

your business skills, and view the status of your appli
cation at anytime.

evident in their support of educational efforts. Members of the
Davis, Monk & Co. team, for example, are involved in many dif

ferent areas of the school board. Lou Stafford, audit manager, for

Ms. Hulsen also says, “The returns are significant to Vitale,

one, sits on the board’s Business Technology Council to assist

Caturano & Company.

business teachers with gearing curriculum to meet the needs of

working with students and derive greater satisfaction from their

Staff members love the experience of

The students usually have the opportunity to visit our

business owners, and to provide a liaison for the high school busi

jobs.

ness teachers to the business community. Alachua County has a

offices at least once. Several have been so inspired that they have

“magnet” program, the Academy of Finance, which is a high

written thank you notes.”

school level program. This Academy is part of the student’s cur

“The business plan competition," Ms. Hulsen explains, “is

riculum and includes financial/accounting classes. Stafford is also

judged by successful business people from the community, and we

on its advisory council and is the Florida Institute of CPAs’ High

have had the opportunity to have some of our clients and associ

School Coordinator. The firm also hires interns from their pro

ates participate in the judging. The NFTE business plan compe

gram. “This is a favorite of mine,” says Ms. Anderson. “I really

tition culminates with a large award ceremony at a sit-down

enjoy working with high school students and hope to encourage

dinner. Many strategic business people in the community are

some to consider the accounting profession.”

Vitale, Caturano & Company is a major sponsor of National

invited to the dinner, at which people from Vitale, Caturano &

Company get to network with those business people. And, we

Foundation for Teaching Entrepreneurship (NFTE) in Boston.

usually gain some press coverage from our involvement in the

As such, the firm has an appointee to the New England Board of

program.”

Directors and is appointed to a particular school to give time and

guidance to the program. NFTE’s mission is to teach entrepre

Creating advantages

neurship to low-income young people, ages 11 through 18, so

Doshier, Pickens & Francis, P.C., Amarillo, Texas, a firm of five

they can become economically productive members of society by

partners and a total team of 22, also reaches out to less advantaged

improving their academic, business, technology and life skills.

students by being a partner in local schools in several different

The firm is located in the Charlestown section of Boston and

ways. John B. Welch, CPA, reports, “One of the most rewarding

works with the students in the NFTE program at Charlestown

experiences was the firm’s sponsorship of ‘Math Club’ for third

High School. The NFTE program encompasses one class of jun

graders at a nearby elementary school. In general, the enrollment

iors and one class of seniors. They study business skills in the

would be classified as economically disadvantaged. In addition,

junior year and put together a business plan and present their

primarily because of literacy and language limitations, the parents

plans while they are seniors.

played a very minor role in assisting the children at home.”

Staff from Vitale, Caturano & Company work with various

Math club met once a week for about 45 minutes after school.

students to create their business plans and test their theories.

Team members would assist one to three students in working

Several members of the Vitale staff make business presentations to

through worksheets, story problems, or an array of practical expe

the class and several more work one on one with the students. At

riences with weights and measures. (Mr. Welch notes that he was

the end of the year, students compete within the school and then

amazed by all the things they could do with a pumpkin.)

across the region for the prize of best business plan. “Students we

have worked with have repeatedly won,” Ms. Hulsen reports.

“The results were gratifying,” says Mr. Welch. “The math
club kids improved their scores on state-mandated testing. The

continued on next page 5
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Network Attached Storage:
A Cost-Effective Solution for
Supporting a Paperless Office
Many CPA firms—and their clients—strive to capture the cost savings and efficiencies of
the paperless office. The following article outlines the issues associated with “going digital”
and discusses how to address those issues.

very year, American CPAs produce millions of impor

E

(that is, storage, backup, and retrieval) and data protection. For the

tant electronic documents. That number grows larger

small accounting firm, using a general-purpose server is like hiring

as more firms and sole practitioners move further

an artist to paint the house. General-purpose servers take a while

away from paper documents and accumulate moun

to set up because they have to deploy a full-blown server operating

tains of digital tax returns, audits, reviews, and compilations.
system. They are also difficult to manage, and as more of them are
brought online, the more complex their man

But although “going digital” can certainly

reduce administration costs and improve effi

By Wayne Arvidson

agement and maintenance becomes. Lastly,
general-purpose servers are specific to the file

ciency, it brings with it a whole new chal

lenge: How do you store and manage those electronic materials?

systems that need to be stored on them. For example, a Windows

Although many CPAs archive mountains of digital docu

general-purpose server cannot be a Mac file server. So firms eventu

ments for occasional reference only, many files also need to be

ally may have different types of general-purpose servers deployed

accessed regularly, and a firm could be crippled by lost or inac

for different applications.

cessible information. Imagine being unable to access client files
around tax time. Too painful to think about? That may be every

Backup and disaster recovery

accountant’s worst nightmare, but many small firms and sole

Because they lack IT staff, many smaller accounting firms do not

practitioners don’t have an information technology expert dedi

have a comprehensive archival backup and recovery strategy.

cated to watching over their digital files. As a result, data man

Besides using Zip disks, the most rudimentary form of archiving

agement and storage can present significant costs and significant

and data backup is tape. IT managers all over the world have love

headaches.

hate relationships with tape drives. Although tape is a tried and

What are small accounting practices using now for electronic

true technology and is inexpensive to deploy, it has some limita

data storage? Many sole practitioners use just their hard drives,

tions. With data becoming more and more mission-critical for

which offer from 40 gigabytes (laptop) to 80 gigabytes (desktop)

businesses, tape is a hindrance because of its linear nature.

of storage, along with removable Zip disks for backup. Because

Recovering data is slow and cumbersome. And there are no guar

only one person needs to access the data, this system does the

antees that the information is actually on the tape once a backup is

trick just fine, but small firms that need to share files typically

done. Major tape vendors include HP, Seagate, Quantum, and

use a general-purpose server.

Sony.

General-purpose servers are typically the first or second
servers deployed to create a network. They will often be the pri

A place for NAS

mary domain name server, run email and firewall protection, and

With all the challenges facing small accounting firms, they need a

store client files and other critical information. They often come

device that can be deployed quickly and managed easily. It will

with one or more hard drives depending on the capacity of the

also need to consolidate file servers, provide fast file access, and

server. If you need additional storage, you can add a drive or

have hot online backups to the primary servers on the networks.

bring another server online. Major general-purpose server ven

For these organizations, network attached storage (NAS) can be a

dors include Dell, Hewlett-Packard, Sun Microsystems, IBM,

smart option.

and Apache.

NAS devices are simple file servers that sit apart from the net

work. They plug into a local area network, appear on the desktop

4
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Benefits and drawbacks of general-purpose servers

as an extra drive, and allow you and your colleagues and staff to

General-purpose servers are the brains and the backbone of any

access important files at your desks.

network and are essential for getting a network infrastructure up

NAS systems are easy to install, integrate, and maintain, and

and running. Because they are so sophisticated, however, gen

low in cost. They also provide fast, easy and secure access to impor

eral-purpose servers are not cost-effective for simple file serving

tant files, which means better client service and less user frustra

September 2004
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THE GOLDEN RULE: DISCLOSE AND DOCUMENT
When it comes to tax return preparation,
there are many filing requirements, laws
and regulations to be aware of. As a result,
clients typically rely on you, their CPA, to
stay on top of these issues and inform
them of any important changes — even if
it isn’t a clearly defined engagement
responsibility.

Two areas of particular concern are tax
amnesty programs and the disclosure of
reportable and listed transactions. As a
CPA, it’s your duty to prepare accurate tax
returns based on the information your
clients provide. In a perfect world, all
clients would tell the truth, the whole truth
and nothing but the truth. But let’s face it.
Everyone has experience with clients who
want to push the envelope when it comes
to tax law compliance.

Although it’s ultimately the taxpayer’s
obligation to comply with tax laws and reg
ulations, the oft-used excuse —
but you
didn’t tell me” — becomes a familiar
refrain when clients are faced with large tax
bills due to their own negligence. To man
age this risk in your tax practice, tell your
clients the good, the bad and the ugly. In
other words, remember the practitioner’s
golden rule — disclose and document.
Understand the issues, educate your clients,
and document all of your communications.
This way, you’ve covered the bases — no
matter what your clients choose to do.
Tax Amnesty Programs

To generate additional funds, state and
local governments have established

income, sales and other tax amnesty pro
grams to encourage delinquent filers and
payers to clean their slates. As an incen
tive, penalties and interest may be substan
tially reduced — or even forgiven — if late
returns are filed and outstanding taxes
paid.

Many eligible individuals and business
entities are not aware that such programs
exist. As a service to your clients (and as a
defensive measure for your firm), provide
them with useful information, advice, and
recommendations about available pro
grams, explaining payment conditions,
availability terms, and the date the amnesty
program ends. Also, note that participating
in the program may require taxpayers to
amend previously filed federal, state, or
local returns. In short, cover all your bases,
even if it means giving your clients more
information than they asked for.
Many firms inform their clients of these
programs through regularly distributed
newsletters. Newsletters are an effective
means of distributing such information to a
large number of clients. If you decide to
inform clients via written communication,
the materials should be reviewed and
approved by the senior tax principal prior
to distribution. Remember to maintain
dated copies of these communications,
along with any distribution lists used.
When you discuss these programs with
clients, document your discussions and
recommendations in your working paper
file, and if you suspect that a client is a
delinquent filer, follow up with a letter.

AICPA

For further guidance on documenting
your advice, see AICPA Professional
Standards, TS Sections 600.05-.09 and
800.01 -.11. Proper documentation will
help protect you in the event your clients
assert that you’re at fault for not advising
them about an amnesty program. For
added protection, timeliness is every
thing. Inform clients of these programs
when you first learn of them, and high
light the expiration date in your commu
nications.
Disclosure of Reportable and
Listed Transactions

Over the last few years, regulatory atten
tion and publicity have been heavily
focused on tax shelter arrangements and
disclosures to the IRS. Most CPAs don’t
discuss tax shelter rules with clients
because they have no reason to believe
that client investments meet these crite
ria. Nevertheless, it’s important to under
stand the requirements to file Form 8886
(“Reportable Transaction Disclosure
Statement”) and explain the rules to
clients.

While there is no specific penalty for fail
ing to file this form, the amendment to
IRC Section 6662, which went into effect
in December, 2003, provides penalties of
up to $200,000 for failing to disclose
reportable or listed transactions. Addition
ally, in 2003, California adopted substan
tial penalties for taxpayers who fail to dis
close listed and reportable transactions and
extended the statute of limitations to eight
continued on page rmr 2
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years for deficiencies due to abusive avoid
ance transactions.
When the IRS asserts penalties against tax
payers, the taxpayers, in turn, often attempt
to hold their return-preparer accountable.
That’s why it’s critical to know and inform
clients about tax disclosure regulations.
Taxpayers must file IRS Form 8886 if they
enter into any of the following transactions:
•
Listed transactions identified by the IRS
in various notices and bulletins.
•
Transactions that are substantially simi
lar to tax avoidance transactions listed
by the IRS.
•
Confidential transactions offered to tax
payers under conditions of privacy.
•
Transactions with contractual protec
tion, in which a taxpayer obtains a right
to a partial or full refund if the intended
tax consequences from the transactions
are not sustained.
•
Loss transactions that result in the tax
payer reporting a loss greater than spec
ified amounts (generally over $2 million
for individuals and over $10 million for
corporations in any tax year, with other
loss amount thresholds for other filers).
•
Transactions with a significant book-tax
difference, generally for public compa
nies or entities with $250 million in
gross assets.
•
Transactions that result in book-tax dif
ferences of more than $10 million in
any tax year.
•
Transactions with a brief asset holding
period that result in a tax credit over
$250,000 if the related asset is held for
45 days or less.

As Treasury Circular No. 230 states “...a
practitioner must exercise due diligence in
preparing or assisting in the preparation of,

approving, and filing tax returns, docu
ments, affidavits, and other papers relating
to Internal Revenue Service matters....”
Some clients, by virtue of their income
and expenses, cannot realistically be
involved in such transactions; however,
this cannot be assumed for everyone. All
things considered, if your clients have
entered into transactions that might meet
these criteria, or if they have volunteered
information indicating that they have
considered such transactions, inform
them about the appropriate disclosure
obligations and related penalties. Then,
document the discussion in great detail in
your working paper file. This way, if
your clients opt not to disclose, you’re in
a better position to prove that it’s their
problem — not yours — if they run into
trouble later.

Practice Makes Perfect
•

•

•

•

•

•

The Documentation Defense

Tax return preparation can be quite com
plex, as scores of rules and regulations cre
ate ample room for error. One of the best
ways to guard against malpractice claims is
to know them and share them with clients
on a proactive basis. As you service your
clients, document all of your discussions
and recommendations, and consider the
risks of continuing to service clients that
choose to ignore your advice. Most impor
tantly, remember that good record keeping
is a beneficial risk management practice
that supports a solid defense should the
occasion arise.

By John McFadden, CPA, CFE, Risk Control
Consulting Director, CNA, Accountants Profes
sional Liability, CNA Center, Chicago, IL 60685.
This article is not, nor should it be construed as
legal advice or opinion. As legal advice must be
tailored to the specific circumstance of each case,
the general information provided herein is not

•

•

Be aware of the many filing require
ments, laws and regulations associated
with tax preparation.
Pay particular attention to tax amnesty
programs and the disclosure of
reportable and listed transactions.
Provide your clients with comprehen
sive information, advice and recommen
dations about available programs, even
if it means telling them more than they
asked for.
Consider newsletters as an effective
means of distributing information about
tax amnesty programs to a large number
of clients.
Document client discussions and recom
mendations in your working paper file,
and if you suspect that a client is a delin
quent filer, follow up with a letter.
Know about tax disclosure regulations,
and inform clients about the appropriate
disclosure obligations and related penal
ties.
Consider the risks of continuing to ser
vice clients who choose to ignore your
advice.
Employ good record keeping as a bene
ficial risk management practice that sup
ports a solid defense.

intended to substitute for the advice of profes
sional counsel. The statements, analysis and
opinions setforth in this article are solely those of
the author and do not reflect the statements, opin
ions or analysis ofany third party, including CNA
or any of its subsidiary or affiliated companies.
Continental Casualty Company, one of the CNA
insurance companies, is the underwriter of the
AICPA Professional Liability Insurance Program.

CNA is a service mark and trade name registered
with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. ©
2004, Continental Casualty Company. All rights
reserved.

Aon Insurance Services, the national administrator for the AICPA Insurance Programs, is a division of Affinity Insurance Services, Inc.; in California License
#0795465, Minnesota, and Oklahoma. Aon Insurance Services is a division of AIS Affinity Insurance Agency, Inc.; and in New Hampshire and New York, it is a
division of AIS Affinity Insurance Agency. © 2004 Aon Insurance Services. All rights reserved.

These articles should not be construed as legal advice or legal opinions on any factual situation. As legal advice must be tailored to the specific circumstance of
each case, the general information provided herein is not intended to substitute for the advice of professional counsel. CNA does not make any representations,
endorsements, or assurances about information contained on the web sites referred to herein or the accuracy of any information contained on such sites. The
views, statements and materials contained on these web sites are solely those of the owners of the sites.

The statements, analysis and opinions set forth in these articles are solely those of the authors and do not reflect the statements, opinions or analysis of any third
party, including CNA or any of its subsidiary or affiliated companies
Continental Casualty Company, one of the CNA insurance companies, is the underwriter of the AICPA Professional Liability Insurance Program.

CNA is a service mark and trade name registered with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. © 2004, Continental Casualty Company. All rights reserved.

AICPA Professional Liability Insurance Program
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CASE IN POINT: EMBEZZLERS-CATCH THEM IF YOU CAN
The Case

he “expected and assumed” that the firm’s

In 1985, a CPA firm (hereafter “the
firm”) was hired by a new client — a
sole shareholder “S” corporation — with

duties included detecting employee theft.

several retail franchise locations. The
firm performed annual compilations and
prepared tax returns for the corporation
and its owner, along with monthly fran
chisor reports based on the client’s gener
al ledger.
The client’s controller, Mary Stealth,
managed all accounting and financial
matters for the corporation, including
maintaining the general ledger, paying
vendors, and reconciling the checking
accounts of the business and the owner.
Ms. Stealth frequently wrote checks on
the owner’s account to pay his personal
expenses, and, as needed, prepared
checks from the business checking
account payable to his personal account
to cover these expenses. Although Ms.
Stealth was a trusted employee, she had
no signature authority over either
account, and all checks were presented to
the owner for signature. Or so it seemed.

In the end, Ms. Stealth lived up to her
sneaky surname. Before the client’s owner
exposed her, Ms. Stealth stole nearly $1
million over a period of six years. To
accomplish this feat, Ms. Stealth forged
the owner’s signature on checks drawn
from both checking accounts. She deposit
ed forged checks drawn on the business
account into the personal account and
charged them to the owner’s drawings
account. Then, she drew money from the
personal account by forging checks. The
client was shocked and dismayed that such
grave corporate misconduct occurred
when he believed the bookkeeper’s activi
ties were being supervised by the CPA
firm. Consequently, he sued the firm,
alleging negligence and failure to uncover
the theft. As the lawsuit progressed, the
owner was deposed. He testified that he
never looked at his personal bank state
ments because he presumed that the firm
was doing so. He did review the monthly
franchisor reports, which included the
drawings account numbers (the money
purportedly paid to him each month), but

To clarify the scope of service originally
agreed upon, the engagement letter was
carefully examined. The letter indicated
that services to be rendered included the
compilation of financial statements, the
issuance of a compilation report, and
“additional accounting and consulting

services as needed.” Although the letter
included a disclaimer indicating that the
engagement could not be relied upon to
disclose errors, fraud, and illegal acts, the
plaintiff’s expert opined that the discus

sion of “additional accounting and con
sulting services” was ambiguous and did
not properly limit the duties of the firm.

As a result, the plaintiff argued that the
firm owed a higher level of duty to the
client than that of a mere compilation.

The CPA who serviced the client testified
that the bank account reconciliations

(which the firm copied for its working
paper file) balanced and would not have
highlighted the theft. The CPA never
looked at the bank statements or discov
ered any of the forged checks, although
he did look at some checks during the
monthly visits. Additionally, he did not
analyze the drawings account, as this was
not part of the engagement.

Failure to define the additional account
ing and consulting services in the engage
ment letter clearly left the duties of the
firm open for speculation. In this case,
evidence suggested that neither yearly
nor monthly work revealed any “red
flags” that would have led the firm to
detect the fraud; however, the lawsuit
remained pending for five years. Ulti
mately, the case was tried to a defense
verdict, but the firm lost considerable
time, resources, and money throughout
the lengthy ordeal.
The Point

Common Employee
Theft Indicators:
•
•

•

•

•

•

The diversion of cash receipts.
Unauthorized checks with authorized sig
natures that are diverted into the thief's
account, usually by double endorsement
or die creation of a fictitious vendor
account that has the appearance of pro
priety.
A build-up of accounts payable, which
could result from the diversion of valid
vendor checks to the thief's account.
Forged signatures on checks payable to
the thief and/or vendors; these are typi
cally entered in the cash disbursements
journal as an expense or expense reim
bursement.
A build-up of accounts receivable,
which could indicate that accounts
receivable collections are being diverted
to the thief's accounts.
Unauthorized pay raises or the addition
of fictitious employees to payroll, which
could occur when the thief controls pay
roll processing.

The client was able to sustain this lawsuit
based on a dispute over the scope of the
engagement. If the engagement letter had
clearly delineated the monthly services to
be performed, the court may have dis
missed the lawsuit early in the litigation
process, or the claim may not have been
made at all.
Chicken Soup for the CPA Soul

A little chicken soup never hurt anybody.
And similar to this age-old creature com
fort, engagement letters can do no harm.
Engagement letters may not always cure
the common lawsuit, but they can defi
nitely help you breathe easier. And sleep
sounder. When you accurately define the
scope of your services in an engagement
letter, you decrease the likelihood of mis
communication and reduce your risk for
malpractice claims.
Engagement letters are recommended for
all client services. In fact, the Statements
on Standards for Accounting and Review
Services (SSARS) suggests that “the
accountant should establish an understand
ing with the entity, preferably in writing,
continued on page rmr 4
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regarding the services to be performed1,”
and a written communication is actually
required when financial statements are
compiled for management use only.2
The primary purpose of an engagement
letter is to define your duties as an
accountant and eliminate client miscon
ceptions. In today’s contentious times, a
customized engagement letter that delin
eates all of the services to be performed
is necessary to establish mutually agreed
upon terms of service.

Highlights:
•

•

•

•

Defalcations are employee thefts. Small
businesses are at high risk for defalca
tions due to a lack of internal controls.
Effective internal controls play a key
part in deterring employee theft.
CPAs often learn of a client's “expecta
tion gap” regarding services when a
defalcation is discovered.
CPAs should understand and be pre
pared to explain the professional stan
dards applicable to a particular engage
ment; they should appropriately docu
ment each engagement in accordance
with these standards.

When developing engagement letters,
remember to clarify client responsibili
ties. Disclaimers that limit your obliga
tion to detect errors, fraud, and illegal
acts, such as employee theft, can be valu
able, but they are no substitute for open
client communications regarding engage
ment scope and limitations. A defense
based on the inclusion of such dis
claimers can be overcome by presenting
evidence from the CPA firm’s working
paper file that includes missed “red
flags” indicating potential fraud or theft.
Because disclaimers do not provide a
bulletproof defense, it is critical to
explain internal controls to the client and
document their responsibility for estab
lishing and maintaining them.

tice lawsuit. In many claims alleging fail
ure to detect a defalcation, work papers
contain information that suggests that ser
vices were performed that went beyond
the scope of the original engagement.
Although this does not determine whether
or not there was a breach of duty, it does
create confusion regarding the scope of
services rendered. Consequently, it is
important to adhere to the professional
standards applicable to the engagement
and to ensure that the working paper file
includes only the documentation needed to
support the services you provided.

The quality of your working paper file can
make or break the defense of a malprac

While disclaimers and appropriately doc
umented work papers are crucial, they

cannot replace the meat — er, chicken —
of the engagement letter — straightfor
ward communication. Clearly defining
engagement scope, both in the engage
ment letter and client communications, is
an essential risk management practice. As
such, it is important to take the time to
explain client responsibility for internal
controls and ensure that your client
understands the services you will render
before the engagement begins. To elimi
nate misunderstandings and avoid the
courtroom, good, old-fashioned talking
may just be your best defense. So before
you begin your next engagement, set
aside some quiet time for a “plain Eng
lish” discussion with your clients, and
talk about their service expectations, your
work, and what you all hope to accom
plish. And consider it a little chicken
soup for the CPA soul.
By Arthur Riber, Esq., CPA, Woodbury, NY.
Mr. Riber is a practicing CPA and has served
as a consulting expert in the investigation of
accounting malpractice claims for over twenty
years. He served as the expert in the above
captioned case. Certain facts and dates have
been altered to protect the identity of the CPA
firm and the client.
This article is not intended to cover every
rule, standard, or situation, nor is it
intended to constitute tax, accounting or
legal advice of any nature.

1AR 100.05, Understanding With the Entity, Statements on Standards for Accounting and Review Services, AICPA
2AR 100.20-.23, Accountant’s Communications With the Client When the Compiled Financial Statements Are Not Expected to Be Used by a Third Party, Statements
on Standards for Accounting and Review Services, AICPA

“Balancing Malpractice Risk”—
Interactive Risk Management Training on CD-Rom.
Earn up to 7.5% premium credit, CPE credits and manage your professional liability exposure—all without ever
leaving the office! The AICPA Professional Liability Insurance Program offers interactive risk management training
for CPAs, consultants and staff personnel on CD-Rom. To go directly to information and convenient online purchas
ing, visit www.cpai.com/cdrom.

The Professional and Personal Liability Insurance Programs Committee objective is to assure the availability of liability insurance at reasonable
rates for local firms and to assist them in controlling risk through education. For information about the AICPA Program, call the national admin
istrator, Aon Insurance Services, at (800) 221-3023, write Aon at Aon Insurance Services, 159 East County Line Road, Hatboro, PA 19040-1218,
or visit the AICPA Insurance Programs Web site at www.cpai.com.
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tion. NAS servers range from $1,000 on the low end (Iomega) to

kids were excited to see us each week. The best part: We would

more than $150,000 on the high end (EMC), depending on the

often encounter some older former members who were usually

amount of storage required. IBM, Dell and HP make a range of

good for a cheery ‘hello’ and a big hug.”

NAS solutions.

Firm members learned a special lesson through the Math

Although NAS devices speak the same networking languages,

Club’s field trip to the office for a Christmas party. Students would

use the same directory structures, and have the same core operat

tour the office, have cookies and punch with mentors, and receive

ing systems as general-purpose servers, the similarities end there.

a very small Christmas gift. One little girl would not open her

Here are the distinct features of NAS servers:

gift because she wanted to save it for Christmas morning so that

•

Can store any type of file, regardless of the operating system

she would have at least one gift to open. “That experience," says

used to create it.

Welch, “helped us become secret Santas. The teachers would tell

•

Can be deployed in less than 15 minutes.

us who the most disadvantaged families were, and we would pro

•

Does not need constant care and attention.

vide clothing and toys for the kids and make a secret delivery on

120 GB of storage can be added for as little as $1,000. A gen

Christmas Eve.”

•

eral-purpose server with the same capacity would cost you
close to $6,000.
In general, NAS is used for:

1. Supplemental storage. As the main server or primary storage

starts to fill up, an NAS can be added.

“Without much effort,” Welch concludes, “you can find places
where both sides can reap enormous rewards.”
For many CPAs, giving back to the community is very per

sonal. Leisa Gill points this out in her description of her firm’s

experience in building a Habitat House. “We live in a very afflu

2. Server consolidation. Small firms with more than one server on

ent county,” Gill says, “but there are pockets of poverty. People

their network can consolidate all their file-serving capabilities

who had grown up in various poverty-stricken areas came out to

onto one box.

work on this house. These people had risen above the poverty and

3. Backup and recovery. With readily available software on the

by working hard and trying to get ahead were now CPAs. They

market, data can be backed up to NAS quickly and easily.

were out there working on these homes. It’s very, very heartwarm

Since it is a disk-based system, the data can be accessed at all

ing to see. We had partners swinging hammers—it was amazing

times. And an NAS uses hard disks, so if clients or servers

to see the involvement of bringing it all full circle back from what

crash, the information can be recovered almost immediately.

you may have risen out of and yet going back continually trying

IT managers do not have to worry if the information actually

to strengthen other people’s environment.”

was written on the drive as they do with tape.

Along with all other benefits, community projects afford

4. File sharing. Most importantly, an NAS is an optimized file

opportunities for individuals to network, to their benefit and their

server. As more information is brought online, more people

firm’s. They also help to build camaraderie and team spirit. Louise

need to access it.

Anderson advises practitioners and firms, “Don’t be involved just
for the status or recognition. One rule we have always lived by:

Archiving

Pick something you’re passionate about.”

Today NAS boxes come with high-availability features that reduce

Along that line, Ms. Gill points out, “In a firm our size, 240

the risk of downtime. No system is ever foolproof, however, so it

people, you can find someone in the organization who has been

is important to have a last line of defense.

touched by any disease group—for lack of a better word—that’s

Tape, as mentioned earlier, can be cumbersome and is not a

out there. So what we’ve done is sought out people who have a

guaranteed solution. However, it does provide a last line of defense

passion for a cause and have given them that to spearhead in the

and the ability to archive information to a remote site. With

organization.”

removable media, the data can be stored in a back vault or offsite.

Thus it is best to back up to NAS but always archive the data to
another NAS box or to tape so that the information is protected

and secure.
All CPAs, regardless of the size of their practices, are faced with
an ever-increasing need for storage. Moving to an electronic format

for document storage and management can certainly reduce admin

istration costs. The key is finding the technology best suited for a

Letters to the Editor

particular firm’s size, needs, and budget. Hard drives and Zip disks
or general-purpose servers can certainly do the trick, but if you

The Practicing CPA encourages readers to write

require additional capacity and data availability without unneces

letters on practice management and on published

sary complexity and cost, NAS may be the way to go.

articles. Please remember to include your name and
telephone and fax numbers. Send your letters by

Wayne Arvidson is director of marketing for network storage solutions at
Iomega Corporation. He can be reached at Arvidson@iomega.com

e-mail to pcpa@aicpa.org.
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Vital Links
Two Sides of Outsourcing

Another side of outsourcing

In response to recent discussion and debate by members of

The impact of outsourcing is the subject of an article by Mike

Congress, the media, and state and federal regulators about the

Constable and Mike Dodsworth of Capgemini. They summarize

responsibilities of businesses to disclose to their customers and

the article, “The Human Side of Outsourcing—Best practices for

clients when they outsource services, the AICPA Professional Ethics

successful outsourcing,” as follows:

Executive Committee (PEEC) earlier this year formed a task force

”In the present economic climate, many companies are turn

to explore issues surrounding outsourcing to third-party service

ing to outsourcing, often using low-cost offshore locations, in

providers. On Aug. 9, 2004, the PEEC issued an exposure draft

order to boost efficiencies and reduce costs. There is a perception

that focuses on disclosure to clients, the member’s responsibility for

that doing this results in a harmful outcome for employees.

all work, and maintaining the confidentiality of the client’s infor

Instead, there are upsides and downsides. Typically cost reduction

mation. Specifically, the proposals include a revision to Ethics

involves an element of reducing overheads, and transferring staff

Ruling No. 1, “Computer Processing of Clients’ Returns,” under

costs to a service provider is one way of doing this. What this

Rule 301, Confidential Client Information, and new ethics rulings

means for staff varies depending on a number of factors, includ

under Rule 102, Integrity and Objectivity, Rule 201, General

ing the geographic location of existing and future services.”

Standards, and Rule 202, Compliance With Standards. The proposed

Messrs. Constable and Dodsworth in this article discuss out

ethics ruling under Rule 102, Integrity and Objectivity, would require

comes for employees, good practice in staff transfer, dealing with

that a member inform the client that he or she may be using a

employee questions, and the most frequent issues that arise. You

third-party service provider when providing professional services to

can access the article at http://www.Top-Consultant.com/

the client, prior to sharing confidential client information with the

Articles/Capgemini The Human Side of Outsourcing.pdf.

service provider.
The proposed ethics ruling under Rule 201, General

FairPay

Standards, and Rule 202, Compliance With Standards, would clarify

To gain a better understanding of the Department of Labor’s new

the application of rules 201 and 202 to members who use a third-

FairPay rules, visit the U.S. Department of Labor Web site at

party service provider in providing professional services to clients,

www.dol.gov/esa/regs/compliance/whd/fairpay/main.htm. At the

and make clear the committee’s position that the member is

site, there are links to regulatory text, fact sheets, and other

responsible for all work performed by the service provider.

related documents.

Finally, the proposed revisions to Ethics Ruling No. 1,
“Computer Processing of Clients’ Returns,” under Rule 301,

Fair value: FASB 141 and FASB 142

Confidential Client Information, would update and broaden the appli

At the AICPA’s National Advanced Accounting and Technical

cation of the ethics ruling beyond that of an outside tax service

Symposium in La Jolla, California, Financial Valuation Group

bureau and make it applicable to any third-party service provider

Managing Directors Mike Mard, CPA/ABV, and Jim Rigby

used by the member. The revised ethics ruling also would clarify

CPA/ABV, presented a session on Auditing Goodwill and

that disclosing confidential client information to a third-party serv

Impairment. The session covered the latest comments from the

ice provider for the purpose of providing professional services to

FASB, using the progressive review checklist, managing the valu

clients or for administrative support purposes would not be in vio

ation specialist, and practical time saving tips. A copy of the

lation of rule 301; however, the member would be required to enter

Auditing presentation made in La Jolla is available at

into a contractual agreement with the third-party service provider

http://www.fairmarketvalue.com/documents/SFAS/Auditors%20

to maintain the confidentiality of the client’s information, and use

142%20course%2006-24-04.pdf.

reasonable care in determining that the third-party service provider

An additional presentation on performing 141 and 142 fair

has appropriate procedures in place to prevent the unauthorized

value measurement engagements in which Messrs. Mard and

release of confidential client information.

Rigby are joined by James R. Hitchner, CPA/ABV, is available at

Comments on this exposure draft will be accepted through

http://www.fairmarketvalue.com/documents/SFAS/Hitchner%201

October 8, 2004, and should be sent to Lisa A. Snyder, Director,

4land%20142%20presentation%20to%20CPA%20firms%2007

AICPA Professional Ethics Division, Harborside Financial

1604.pdf. Mr. Hitchner is editor of Financial Valuation:

Center, 201 Plaza Three, Jersey City, NJ 07311-3881 or Isny-

Applications and Models (John Wiley & Sons).

der@aicpa.org. Comments submitted via electronic mail are

Also, you can find a brief discussion of and a link to the

encouraged and would be appreciated. All written replies to this

FASB’s Fair Value Measurements Exposure Draft at the Financial

exposure draft will become part of the public record of the

Valuation Group’s Web site by accessing http://www.fairmarket

AICPA and will be available for inspection at the office of the

value.com/.

AICPA after November 8, 2004, for a period of one year.

To access the exposure draft, go to www.aicpa.org. Click on
the first item in the lower quadrant “Exposure Drafts.”
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PCPS

THE AICPA ALLIANCE FOR CPA FIRMS

Update

www.aicpa.org/download/auditstd/

posted to the AICPA Web site, such as:

announce/2004_06_interpretation 17.pdf.

•

Write up/bookkeeping services and

•

Recurring journal entries and adjust

Nonissuer," which can be found at

•

Tax services for attest clients

www.aicpa.org/download/auditstd/

•

Assessing client competency

announce/2004_06_interpretationl8.pdf.

•

IT Services

This interpretation clarifies that an audit of

•

The mechanics of implementation

In addition, the ASB issued Interpre
tation No. 18 of SAS 58 entitled, "Reference

reconciliations

to PCAOB Standards in an Audit Report on a

PCPS Update Critical Information
for CPA Firms

ments to the financial statements

a nonissuer must be performed in accor

To download the Q&As and to read

dance with GAAS but may be performed

more about Restrictions on Non-Attest

in accordance with GAAS and PCAOB

Services for Attest Clients - AICPA Rule

auditing standards. This interpretation

101-3, go to http://www.aicpa.org/

succeed. How? We step back

provides guidance on how the auditor

members/div/ethics/intr_101-3.htm.

and look at resources and

should report if engaged to perform an

If you have additional questions that

regulations and think how

audit of a nonissuer in accordance with

are not addressed in this document,

they will impact our members -auditing
CPA standards established by both the

contact PCPS at ethics@aicpa.org. Prac

CPS is here to help you

P

firms. We bring you up-to-date tools

ASB and PCAOB.

and information that shape your prac

titioners interested in this topic should

Subsequent to the issuance of these

also watch their mailboxes for an

tice today and will impact your busi

interpretations, the Office of the Chief

upcoming special edition of The CPA

ness in the future.

Auditor of the PCAOB issued a Q&A

Letter that will focus on this issue.

What can you do now to get ahead of

on issues related to the implementation

•

the game? Here are the best resources,

of PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 1

PCPS Webcast on 2nd CPA Firm
Opportunities—Sarbanes-Pow

sites, information, and events available for

References in Auditors’ Reports to the Stan

ered Growth For Smaller CPA

CPA firms today. Take advantage of them.

dards ofthe PCAOB.

Firms Now Available on CD-ROM
The PCPS/AICPA June 23 webcast

Tell us what you need. We’re here to help.
•

You can download the Q&A at

Critical Guidance for Auditors of

www.pcaobus.org.

Nonissuers

•

Do you audit privately-held compa

on new engagement opportunities for

PCPS Representation on AICPA

local/regional firms that result from the

Board

limitations of Sarbanes-Oxley on larger

nies, not-for-profits, or governmental

Bill Balhoff, Chair of the PCPS Exec

firms is available on CD-ROM. The

entities? Have any of your clients

utive Committee from 2000—2003, and

webcast identifies how your firm can

inquired about having their audits

George Willie, recent PCPS Executive

translate existing strengths into new

performed pursuant to PCAOB stan

Committee member, have been appointed

business prospects. Highlights of the

dards? If so, read on!

to the AICPA Board of Directors. PCPS

discussion include:

In June, the Auditing Standards Board

congratulates both Bill and George and

•

(ASB) issued two new interpretations

thanks them for their continued efforts to

designed to be responsive to this question

represent local and regional firm interests

and to help clarify the difference between

within the Institute.

a PCAOB audit that requires a report on

•

internal control and an audit conducted

New opportunities for every size
firm—not just Section 404 compli

ance work
•

How to identify potential clients

Questions Addressed on 101-3:

•

Multiple marketing strategies

Performance of Non-Attest Services

•

Next steps for getting started now

in accordance with generally accepted

Help is here for firms looking for

Learn first hand from practitioners

auditing standards (GAAS). Interpreta

clarification and guidance on how to

and consultants, including PCPS Chair,

tion No. 17 of Statement on Auditing Stan

comply with the revised Interpretation

Rich Caturano, and AICPA Vice Presi

dards (SAS) No. 58 entitled, “Clarification

101-3 Performance of Nonattest Services.

dent of Small Firm Interests, Jim

in the Audit Report ofthe Extent of Testing of

Jim Metzler, AICPA Vice President of

Metzler. These speakers know the bene

Internal Control Over Financial Reporting in

Small Firm Interests and PCPS worked

fits local and regional firms offer —high

Accordance with Generally Accepted Auditing

with Lisa Snyder of the AICPA Ethics

quality work, a commitment to service,

Standards (GAAS)” provides illustrative

Division to shed light on issues that

reasonable rates—and can help you turn

wording that may be added to a GAAS

small firms have raised regarding this

them into a competitive advantage.

report to help clarify the difference with

change to the AICPA’s Code of Profes

The webcast archive on CD-Rom can be

respect to the auditor's responsibility for

sional Conduct. New practical guidance

ordered now through www.cpa2biz.com

testing and reporting on internal control.

in this important area is continually

for $69. PCPS member firms receive an addi

That interpretation can be found at

updated with an ongoing series of Q&As

tional 20% discount using the coupon code
continued on next page 8
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continuedfrom page 8-The Give and Take of Community Building

posted at www.pcps.org under the Member

members and can be customized with your

Benefits tab of the Membership Center.

firm’s logo. Visit www.pcps.org to down

•

Customizable PowerPoint Presen

load it. Non-members can purchase a copy

tation Available for Firms with Non-

for $25 at www.CPA2Biz.com.

Profit Clients and Prospects

•

PCPS has created the “Not-for-Profit

•

PCPS MAP Networking Group Meet

ings — Mark Your Calendar!

All of the PCPS MAP Networking

Groups are currently planning their fall

FASB Defers Issuance of Debt Clas

meetings. These Network Group meet

sification Draft

ings provide a forum for in-depth practice

Board Member Orientation,” a Power

In response to small business concerns

management discussions and an exchange

Point presentation that you can present to

highlighted by PCPS’s Technical Issues

of information on firm operations and

your clients and prospects. It addresses the

Committee (TIC) and others, the Financial

professional issues. Each group is tailored

governance roles and responsibilities of a

Accounting Standards Board has deferred

to a specific firm size so that members can

NFP board member and delves into finan

issuance of an exposure draft on debt clas

take advantage of the valuable knowledge

cial literacy, as well as how to manage and

sification that was intended to be part of

and experience of their colleagues and share

measure success. The presentation’s goal

the short-term convergence project with

their own problems and solutions. Meeting

is to educate board members on their

the International Accounting Standards

dates and locations follow:

duties and to help them be more effective.

Board. As a result of TIC’s work, private

•

It is available free of charge to all PCPS

companies can continue to obtain covenant

FYI
PCPS, an alliance of the AICPA, represents more than

violation waivers after the balance sheet
date—a critical mechanism for preserving

4 & 5, Phoenix, AZ
•

welcomes feedback on this and other

to provide member firms with up-to-date information,

pressing technical issues facing local and

Medium Firm Network Group (for

firms with 10-24 CPAs) — Septem

working capital and cash flow. TIC

6,000 local and regional CPA firms. The goal of PCPS is

Small Firm Network Group (for

firms with 1-9 CPAs) — November

ber 30 & October 1, Boston, MA

•

Large Firm Network Group (for

regional firms. For more information on

firms with 25-49 CPAs) —

firms and the profession. Please call 1-800-CPA-FIRM

TIC’s current activities, read the June 2004

November 1, New York, NY

for more information.

TIC Alert, which can be downloaded at:

advocacy, and solutions to challenges facing their

http://www.pcps.org/member/TIC_alerts.html

Call 1-800-CPA-FIRM for more
information.

PCPS/The AICPA Alliance for CPA Firms

Harborside Financial Center
201 Plaza Three
Jersey City, N J . 07311-3881
(201) 938-3005
Fax (201) 938-3404
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